
  

 

 

ON SALE NOW 297  -                                     

NOT  LONG LEFT OF  WINTER—SALE! 

This list has some very exciting new stock 

which I hope will keep you busy as a BEE...   

  AUSTRALIAN  STATES 

 

1.  NEW   SOUTH   WALES   1850  1d   No  

clouds  ASC 1,  heavily  postmarked  but 

a  clean  stamp  just ……………...$ 99.00 

 

2.  NEW    SOUTH     WALES    1850   1d   

with clouds  SG 11,  Dull  carmine  fine 

used as shown for ……………..$ 199.00 

 

 

3.  NEW    SOUTH    WALES      1850    3d 

Green   ASC 3,  has a crease which does 

not detract just…………..………...$ 89.00 

 

4.  NEW   SOUTH   WALES   1851  6d  Lau-

reate  used  ASC 7a,   6d  brown on   blue, 

scarce stamp for……………….....$ 199.00 

 

 

5.  NEW     SOUTH     WALES    1851   8d   

Orange   on   Blue   Laureate,  used   as 

shown  ASC 8,  just…………….$ 209.00 

 

 

 

6.   NEW   SOUTH   WALES    1888 

20/-  Blue,   superb    1899 Broken    

Hill  postmark, wmk 20/-..$109.00 

 

7.  SOUTH   AUSTRALIA  

1866-1900    Surcharges 

ASC 18 and 18a -  3d  on  

4d   Blue  with   both   the  

black   and    red      over-

prints,  the  red   is    very 

scarce (2) ……...$ 219.00 

 

 

 

8.  SOUTH  AUSTRALIA   1902-12  10/-  

Green   Thin  Postage   ASC   71    very 

fine used…………………………..$ 49.00 

 

 

 

9.  SOUTH   AUSTRALIA     1902-12    £1 

Blue    Thick Postage   ASC 72 very fine 

used as shown.…….……………..$ 99.00 

 

10.  WESTERN    AUSTRALIA    1902-12  

10/- Mauve is fine  used  ASC 38, beauti-

ful stamp for………………...……..$ 79.00 

 

11.  WESTERN     AUSTRALIA     1902

-12     £1    Orange-brown,  certainly a 

heavy   postmark  but  a   very   sound 

example, scarce stamp for....$129.00 

                           

              KANGAROOS 

12. 2 1/2d INDIGO    SG 04, First wmk 
perforated large OS in fine mint lightly 
hinged condition, a lovely example of 
this scarce stamp for……………$249.00 

                         KGV    

 

13. 1/2d GREEN   Large multi. Wmk pair showing thin 
fraction at left which is MUH with side margin, has a 
small natural inclusion, the unit on the right is lightly 
hinged BW65(5) s for ………………………………....$99.00 

 

14. 1d RED DIE 3  a 
lovely fresh block 4, 
perforated OS NSW BW 
75L showing flaw under 
wattle stem, lovely 
fresh mint lightly 
hinged top units,  varie-
ty in bottom row both 
Unhinged mint, the va-
riety is Cat. At $275 
hinged but has a tiny 
tone spot at left, a very 
nice block…….$ 449.00 

 



  

 

 

KGV 

15.2d SCARLET  
a two line Harri-
son Imprint 
block of 10 
( i m a g e  r e -
duced) BW(8A)z 
which is Cat. 
H i n g e d  a t 
$ 3 , 0 0 0 , t h e 
block is actually 
MUH.$ 1,399.00 

16. 1/4 BLUE/GREEN  complete mint  very lightly hinged 
complete set (Images reduced)  of all the watermarks, 
Single Crown, Small multiple both perforations 14 and 
13 1/2 x 12 1/2 and CofA (4)  - my discounted list price 
for the set is $665, massive saving…………….…$ 389.00      

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS 

17. AUSTRALIA 1927-1936  Superb collection (images 
reduced) housed on old time pages with neatly typed 
annotations and massive details about the issues.  Not 
just your regular one of each style - mint, plus used, 
blocks, varieties, Imprint blocks 4 imprint, Imrprint 
pairs, perforated OS, First Day covers, Plate blocks in 
sets, private perfins,  the list goes on and on...There are 
almost 500 stamps in mint condition and 136 fine used, 
25 covers and 50++ Imprints blocks and strips of 3. I 

noted 1927 Canberra FDC Cat $125 neatly typed few 
minor spots, large block 16 BW 132g F of Half, Superb 
complete booklet with 16 stamps and a cover with just 4 
stamps in the booklet Cat $125 for the complete one, 
1928 Kooka M/Sheet mint lightly hinged odd tone spot, 
1929 Airmail type A John Ash imprint block 4 mint light-
ly hinged Cat. $125, complete mint set type A plate 
blocks set (4) 1-4 Cat. $440, Type B perforated OS MUH 
Cat. $800 for the 4, superbly fresh, 1929 WA First day 
cover genuinely used in post Cat. $175, complete set 
Plate blocks of four 1-12 mint lightly hinged Cat. $360, 
Sturt 1 1/2d Plate blocks 6 of the 8 mint lightly hinged, 
3d Sturt plates 1-2 both mint hinged, Kingsford Smith 
set OS (2) cto and 2d OS mint lightly hinged,  Kingsford 
Smith 2d, 3d, 6d Imprint blocks of four mint lightly 
hinged Cat. $170, 2d Airmail Plate blocks set  8 mint 
lightly hinged  Cat. $200, Lovely 1st Flight cover 23rd 
April 1931 Flight  Registered 2/2 postage, 6d brown 
Airmail Imprint strip of three both issues includes 6d OS  
both mint imprint strips of 3 mint lightly hinged the OS 
strip is MUH, Christmas Greeting flight cover 1931 Nov 
1931 9 stamps on cover, 1932 Large Lyre bird mint 
hinged plus 1 x OS. John Ash imprint block 4,  mint 
lighty hinged block Cat. $525, Bridge issue 1932 2d and 
3d Imprint blocks of four mint hinged, 5/- Bridge lovely 
fresh mint lightly hinged stamp, a commercially used 
bridge postcard with posted on the bridge cancel, 2d 
and 3d on registered Pylon SE cover, Unhinged Imprint 
block 2d OS Cat. $200, 10 mint SG 146 6d Kooka mostly 
mint lightly hinged, a few MUH includes an Imprint 
block 4 MUH plate 2 Cat. $225, Victorian Cent  set 3 
Mint hinged both perorations, Imprint blocks 4 includ-
ing the 1/- Perf 10.5 and 11.5   very lightly hinged and 
fresh Cat. $450 and $575 each block, 1934 Macarthur 
sets complete mint hinged plus a complete set (4) in-
cluding dark hills Imprint blocks 4, Cat. $790 for the set,  
1/6 Hermes No wmk John Ash imprint with variety mint 
lightly hinged Cat. $475 plus a mint hinged example,  3 
different wmk thick paper imprints 42.5 and 38 mm all 
three mint hinged, wmk thin paper imprints,  1935 An-
zac mint hinged plus two used and an imprint block 4 1/- 
mint lightly hinged Cat. $600, Flight covers in excellent 
condition, 1935 Jubilee set mint hinged and used, a 
First day cover (E Crome) superbly fresh with the three 
stamps Cat. $475 and hard to find, Imprint blocks com-
plete set to 2/- fresh mint hinged cat. $450, complete 
set of plate blocks of four 1-6 2d Jubilee all fresh mint 
hinged, 1936 Cable in mint fine used, covers, plate 
blocks imprints, 1936 South Australia mint and fine 
used, Imprint blocks of four mint hinged Cat. 175 and 
FDC with all three stamps in pairs on cover Cat. $225. 
Lets break it down… $1,400 of cheap retail stamps, 
nothing under $10 is included in this figure. $6,300++ of 
BW Catalogue value of a few better items as listed 
above which includes Imprint blocks, FDC, varieties, 
the list if space and time permitted would be a full page. 
So if you are collector wanting to upgrade your collec-
tion for this period, there will be so many things I have 
not even mentioned, so dealers, ebay traders of some-
body with the thoughts of spending a huge number of 
hours on this stunning fresh collection will reward. As 
always I have based the price on my costs and will be a 
bargain lot for someone…………………………..$2,749.00 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18. AUSTRALIA  1913-1970  Old time collection housed 
in illustrated Collecta “one country” Australia album, 
stamps are all mint and lightly hinged in this multi ring 
album.  Slight aging on some of the pages and a few 
stamps as noted below however a lovely collection to 
build upon and perhaps re-house into your own albums 
and sell any unwanted items through your stamp club.  
First wmk. (14) Mint Kangaroos to 5/- which is lovely and 
fresh, however values to 2/- brown a little toned, 2 
shades of the 2d, 2nd Wmk 6d Mint hinged toned, Third 
wmk to £1 Grey (18)  with extra shades on 2d, 2 1/2d, 
3d, 6d and 9d, lovely fresh 1/- through to 5/-, wmk side-
ways 1/- extra, the £1 Grey has very minor toning at left, 
a fresh, Small Multi to 5/- (5) lovely fresh mint hinged, 
Cof a just 9d and 2/-. KGV lovely representation again all 
mint lightly hinged (60) different including shades and 
die varieties to 1/4—highlights include 1/4 Pale Blue 
fresh mint, 1/4 Small Multi 13 1/2 x 12 1/2 mint. 1914 on 
1965 is actually complete including both papers on the 
Navigators, both 5/- Cattles, Arms complete (4) mint 
lightly hinged, Robes is represented in thick paper only 
to £1 two shades on the 10/-, definitives all perforations 
present. The 3d Blue KGV1 is also complete including 
the White Wattles (6) fresh mint, a superb mint 5/- 
bridge, both shades of the 1/- Lyre bird, 6d Engraved 
Kooka is superb mint lightly hinged,  Hermes 1/6 in-
cludes no wmk mint, both perforations on the Victorian 
Cent, Navigators complete both papers (8). The only 
thing really missing from 1914 on (as there is no page) is 
the 1928 Minisheet however there are so many extras, 
way too many to list. My cheap retail based on the pric-
es for the individual condition of the stamps listed is 
more than $4,000++. The face value of the decimals mint 
lightly hinged is around $125 with 1971 Christmas block 
25, booklet panes etc. so a bargain lot for someone pre-
pared to put in the work in breaking it down (images 
reduced)…………………………………………..…$ 1,699.00 

                 SHERWOOD  AUSTRALIAN  COLLECTIONS 

19. 1937-52, 1953-65  1937-52 comes with two perfect 
folders, all simplified but complete—Robes is Thick pa-
per and 3d Blue KGV1 is Die 1, Arms MUH etc. so com-
plete simplified for the period. 1953-65 again in two 
lovely folders, simplified complete MUH. Navigators is a 
MUH set of 6. the entire set as above for just……$419.00 

20. 1966-70, 1971-5, 1976-80 Sherwood Australian Col-
lections often bought to compliment the yearbook col-
lections. All stamps mint unhinged and complete for the 
period beautifully presented, all three folder in excellent 
condition (*purchase price was $745)……………$149.00 

21.  A.A.T 1957-80 Sherwood collection as above com-
plete with all stamps perfect folder with all MUH stamps 
for the period…………………………………………...$ 59.00 

22. LARGE BOX OF STAMPS  Contains around 225++ 
envelopes of mint stamps from Norfolk Island 1947-
1985. Dealers stock really, all MUH some imprint pairs 
etc. quantities vary in each envelope, mostly short sets, 
overprints etc. Decimals are mostly complete sets etc. 
lots of complete commems. & definitives etc. ideal stock  
to complete sets, so a very handy box which I estimate 
would contains 1,000+++ stamps at least. I noted there 
were 8 x 1974 UPU miniature sheets MUH plus sets -
have fun going through this for just……………….$  99.00  

23. ISLE OF MAN FDC’S COLLECTION   8 x lovely blue 
embossed Isle of Man FDC albums, plus a folder with the 
larger covers and a few of the latest issues– covering 
the period 1973-2019 (couple of earlier covers 1958, 
1964 defins) all complete sets and also miniature 
sheets, beautiful and perfect covers!   There are 520+++ 
covers, I added up the face value of the 2013-16 folder 
and there was more than £200++ in that one folder alone 
($385 Aust) so bargain the whole collection …..$  399.00  

                       COMMONWEALTH  ITEMS 

 

 

 

 

 

24. ADEN 1937 SG 1-12 Classic commonwealth set 
mostly missing from collections, fresh mint and alt-
hough the 10R has a small thin at left, a stunning set 
Cat. At £1200 ($2,300 Aust) a nice purchase for.$429.00 

25. 1923-33 DOMINICA  Specimen set to 5/- mint lightly 
hinged SG71-88 missing the later issues 1927 (3) no 3/- 
but a lovely group (13 stamps) to add to……..….$ 129.00 

26. 1934 FALKLAND ISLAND   1933  Definitives, perfo-
rated Specimen complete SG 127s-138s. This is a beau-
tiful mint lightly hinged set (12) seldom offered. Cat. Is 
£4,250, one of the most beautifully designed sets in my 
opinion ever printed in British Commonwealth stamps, 
spoil yourself……………………………………...…$1,599.00 

 

27. 1934 ST HELENA   Specimen 
KGV complete mint set SG114s-
123s Cat. £475, a beautiful mint 
set no gum but stunning looking 
set  (image reduced)….$ 259.00 


